Add the missing punctuation to this sentence. Be sure to include any uncommon punctuation (semicolon, colon, dash).

I had too much on my mind so I got out of bed to make myself a list of what I needed to do call mom Jenny and the plumber bake the cookies take pictures of the kids and update the blog just so I could get some sleep

Write a sentence or a paragraph that uses a semicolon, a colon, and a dash.
Add the missing punctuation to this sentence. Be sure to include any uncommon punctuation (semicolon, colon, dash).

I had too much on my mind, so I got out of bed to make myself a list of what I needed to do: call mom, Jenny, and the plumber; bake the cookies; take pictures of the kids; and update the blog—just so I could get some sleep!

Write a sentence or a paragraph that uses a semicolon, a colon, and a dash.